House of Holes

Visit the House of Holes, where the motto
is PLEASURE FIRST, and discover a
solution to every sexual problem, insight
into every sexual intrigue, or play out your
greatest sexual fantasy. Men can begin
with a good, friendly penis scrub, take the
magic sperm sniff test, or visit the
Porndecahedron. Greedy women can visit
the Hall of the Penises, shy women can
order a partner with a voluntary head
detachment,
curious
couples
can
investigate each other further with a cross
crotchal interplasmic transfer. But ladies,
watch out for the Pearloiner, who might
just steal from you what you cherish most
...

Already, Nicholson Bakers latest novel, House of Holes: A Book of Raunch has accumulated a pile of press exclaiming
over its explicit - 1 min - Uploaded by Simon & Schuster BooksLearn more about The House of Holes at http:/// Hou
Simon Nicholson Baker wasnt kidding when he subtitled House of Holes, his new novel, A Book of Raunch. Indeed, its
a bona fide filth-fest, so unrelentingly graphic His new novel House of Holes is about a pleasure-dome for sex: thus the
holes in the title. But a hole is also an absence, and its in that sense While reading Nicholson Bakers House of Holes: A
Book of Raunch, I challenged friends to name the smuttiest books theyd come across, theIn the New York Times
bestseller House of Holes, Nicholson Baker, one of the most beautiful, original, and ingenious prose stylists to have
come along inIn the New York Times bestseller House of Holes, Nicholson Baker, one of the most beautiful, original,
and ingenious prose stylists to have come along in House of Holes tries to repeat the trick, using the popular
science-fiction concept of alternative universes to create a parallel world in which Here is a highly abbreviated chapter
from Nicholson Bakers full-throttle pornographic new novel, House of Holes: Were professionals. Rhumpa was her
name, and, yes, she paid a visit to the House of Holes. The people she was staying with in New Haven were wealthy and
Nicholson Bakers House of Holes, which carries the subtitle a book of raunch, is, among its other attributes, a
provocation to critics who writeIn the New York Times bestseller House of Holes, Nicholson Baker, one of the most
beautiful, original, and ingenious prose stylists to have come along in There are many ways into the House of Holes,
and they are all holes. Such is the logic that guides Nicholson Bakers hilarious and extremely Profoundly dirty and
profoundly silly, Nicholson Bakers House of Holes: A Book of Raunch (Simon & Schuster, $25) is the oddest book yet
byHouse of Holes [Nicholson Baker] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Visit the House of Holes, where the
motto is PLEASURE FIRST, andSo begins Nicholson Bakers fuse-blowing, sex-positive escapade, House of Holes.
Baker, the bestselling author of The Mezzanine, Vox, and The Fermata, whoEditorial Reviews. Review. Truly
uproarious . . . Baker is one of the most consistently enticing House of Holes - Kindle edition by Nicholson Baker.
Download it Nicholson Bakers new novel, House of Holes: A Book of Raunch, will no doubt attract attention and a
certain amount of stylish ridicule for its
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